




















Evaluation Pavement Distresses Using Pavement Condition Index
(Case Study: Secondary Road in the North East Part of Libya in Koums City)
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ABSTRACT

Pavement deteriordion is resulted by both environmental and structural causes. It is difficult to

marntarn the road on the same specification that was owned at the opening and problems start to
appear represented in the pavement cracks, holes and undulations and so on. Recogrizing defects and

understanding their causes helps us rate pavement condition and select cost-effective repairs. Periodic
inspection is necessary to provrde current and useful erraluation data. Maintenance is an essential
practice in providing for the long-term performance and the esthetic appearance of an asphalt
pavement. The purpose of pavement maintenance is to correct deficiencies caused by distresses and to
protect the pavement from further damage. A condition rating of the pavement will help determine
whd pavement maintenance technique is necessary. A methodology was proposed !q i4villLsiate 1!e
pavement condition; this study focuses on flexible pavement. A manual survey is perfbrmed following
ASTM D 6433. The pavement is divided into sections. Each section is divided into sample units. The

type and swerity of sample distress is assessed by visual inspection of the pavement sample units and

the quantity of each distress is measured. The pavement evaluation results from the manual PCI survey
rsvealed that all sections of road were fair condition. Considered the section of road tlrat surveyed,

descnbing the condition pavement of the al! road. The pavement that has been studied at Koums area

would seem to require maintenance. Thick overlay (sometimes called surface treating) It ns6dsd in a
co mp reh ensive pavement.

Ke)ryords: Pavement defects, pavemant evaluation, type and severity level of distress, PCI value,
pavement mantenance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

\Ia,ry exposed pavements have problems lead
to a reduction of the qualiry of the road and
reduce the degree of safefy and comfort to road
users Some of these problems occur in asphalt
lay ers. such as cracks and bleeding, and some
of the lorver classes occur, such as crau'l and
su'e1l Studies and researches have been shown
ihat most of the problems faced by espha.lt

roarls in Lrbya linked marnly with hoL, dry
clin::te prevail in rnost area:r [11

D:::,,-c.e appeals slo,,vly d flrst. and then
gr::u:-iv accelerates, accul:tuiltirrg to irecome
ris::1:.- stllctural distr-ess ard :,.ngible as ride
qu:Jit-. re,Cr:ced if Cistresr; ls,:,bsen'ed and
colr'iled ia a iirne:y iraiirlci. lo*' cost

strategies will restore the road to nearly its
original condition. However, if early treatment
is neglected or postponed, the accumulated
damage rvill require a more costly repair
treatment. Recognizing that damage
accumulation and acceleration is a key to
underslanding the need for early, low-level,
lo*'-cost preventive ntaintenance treatments

It is easy to see why pavements deteriorate at

various rmes and r.,rhy rve find them in various
stages of rlisrepaLr. Recognizing def'ects and
understanding their causes help us of e'raluate
pavement cordiii rn and select cost-effective
repairs. 'i-ne i;avi:;'iteni defects shcwn on the

foliu'"';ir'g prages priri'ici* a baclrground for this
process
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